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How Does the Scientific Community Contribute
to Gene Ontology?
Ruth C. Lovering
Abstract
Collaborations between the scientific community and members of the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium
have led to an increase in the number and specificity of GO terms, as well as increasing the number of GO
annotations. A variety of approaches have been taken to encourage research scientists to contribute to the
GO, but the success of these approaches has been variable. This chapter reviews both the successes and
failures of engaging the scientific community in GO development and annotation, as well as, providing
motivation and advice to encourage individual researchers to contribute to GO.
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1

Introduction
The overarching vision of the Gene Ontology Consortium (GOC)
is to describe gene products across species—their temporally and
spatially characteristic expression and localization, their contribution
to multicomponent complexes, and their biochemical, physiological, or structural functions—and thus enable biologists to easily
explore the universe of genomes [1]. In practical terms, this makes
providing an accessible, navigable resource of gene products, rigorously described according a structured ontology, the GOC’s key
objective. The referenced links, between the identifiers for Gene
Ontology (GO) terms and the identifiers for specific gene products,
are the elemental GO annotations.
With Next Generation Sequencing technologies increasing the
rate at which genomic and transcriptomic data are accumulating,
the need for highly informative annotation data for the human
genome is paramount. Community annotation has the potential to
improve the information provided by the GO resource.
Consequently, the GOC actively encourages contributions from
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the scientific community, to ensure that the ontology appropriately
reflects the current understanding of biology and to supply gene
product annotations [2–4]. There are many online resources that
encourage community annotation [5–7]; however, annotations
created in the majority of these are not submitted to the GO database. This chapter, therefore, only discusses the progress of community contributions to the GO database.

2

Ontology Development Workshops
The success of GO is dependent on its ability to represent the
research communities’ interpretation of biological processes and
individual gene product functions and cellular locations. This is
achieved through the use of descriptive GO terms, with detailed
definitions, and appropriate placement of GO terms within the
ontology hierarchy. The majority of GO terms are created by GO
editors, following a review of the current scientific literature,
often, without the need of discussions with experts in the relevant
field [8–9].
Major revisions or expansions of a specific GO domain are usually undertaken in consultation with experts working in that biological field. Notable successful ontology development projects
include that of the immune system [10], heart development [2],
kidney development [11], muscle processes and cellular components [12], cell cycle, and transcription [13]. The expansion of the
heart development domain provides a good example of how
experts in the field can guide the GO editors to create very descriptive terms. The GO heart development domain describes heart
morphogenesis, the differentiation of specific cardiac cell types,
and the involvement of signaling pathways in heart development.
This was achieved following a 1½ day meeting with four heart
development experts, as well as considerable email exchanges both
before and after the meeting [2]. The result of this effort was an
increase in the number of GO terms describing heart development
from 12 to over 280, and the creation of highly expressive terms
such as secondary heart field specification (GO:0003139) and
canonical Wnt signaling in cardiac neural crest cell differentiation
(GO:0061310).

3

Community Contributions to the GO Annotation Database
Lincoln Stein suggested that there are four organizational models to
genome annotation: the factory (reliant on a high degree of automation), the museum (requiring expert curators), the cottage industry
(scientists working out of their laboratories), and the party (or
jamboree—a short intensive annotation workshop) [14]. To this, list
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needs to be added “the school,” where people are encouraged to
annotate as part of a bioinformatics training program.
Currently, there are two major approaches taken to associate GO
terms with gene products: manual curation of the literature and automated pipelines based on manually created rules (the “factory”) [15].
The majority of manual annotation follows the “museum” model,
relying on highly trained curators reading the published literature,
evaluating the experimental evidence, and applying the appropriate
GO terms to the gene record [8, 16]. The majority of these curators
are associated with specific model organism databases, such as FlyBase
[17], PomBase [18] and ZFIN [19], or proteomic databases, such as
UniProt [20]. In general, these curators will be annotating gene
products across a whole genome. In contrast, there have been a few
annotation projects funded to improve the representation of specific
biological domains, such as cardiovascular [3], kidney [21] and neurological [22]. Two of these projects are being undertaken by the
UCL functional annotation team and provide an example of an
expert curation team embedded within a scientific research group.
3.1 GO Annotation
Within a
Bioinformatics Course

In the “school” model, bioinformatics courses, which include an
introduction to GO, provide an opportunity for attendees to contribute GO annotations. However, providing timely feedback to degree
students is very labor intensive. Texas A&M University has circumvented this problem through the use of competitive peer review.
A biannual multinational student competition has been established
to undertake large-scale manual annotation of gene function using
GO. In this competition, known as the Community Assessment of
Community Annotation with Ontologies (CACAO),1 teams of students get points for making annotations, but can also take points
from competitors by correcting their annotations. A professional
curator then reviews these and annotations that are judged to be correct are submitted to the GO database. This highly successful crowdsource project uses the online GONUTs wiki [23] to submit
annotations and has supplied 3700 annotations to the GO database.
The CACAO attribution identifies the resultant annotations, associated with over 2500 proteins. This competition has given over 700
students the opportunity not only to learn how to use some of the
essential online biological knowledgebases, but to reinforce this
knowledge over a 3-month period, connecting their curriculum to
research applications. An MSc literature review project, at University
College London (UCL), also provides an opportunity to supply GO
annotations to the GO database. Four projects, to date, have resulted
in annotations for proteins involved in autism [24], heart development, folic acid metabolism, and hereditary hemochromatosis, creating over 1000 annotations. A limitation of student annotations is that
they do not draw on the expertise of the scientific community.
1

http://gowiki.tamu.edu/wiki/index.php/Category:CACAO
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For the past 5 years, the UCL functional annotation team has
run a 2-day introduction to bioinformatics and GO course. This
course has been attended by over 200 scientists, who have been
given the opportunity to use the UniProt GO annotation tool,
Protein2GO [20], to annotate their own papers or those published
in their field of expertise. However, on average only 50 annotations
are submitted during the entire course and very few scientists continue to contribute annotations after the end of the course. A similar
problem has been identified in many other annotation workshops.
3.2 Annotation
Workshops

The first workshop to submit GO annotations to the GO database
focused on the annotation of the Drosophila genome [25].
Following on from this, the Pathema group ran several annotationtraining workshops, in 2007, with the idea that trained scientists
would continue to provide annotation updates thereafter [26].
Unfortunately, this approach had limited success. Although 150
scientists attended, in general they provided guidance to the curators, rather than creating annotations themselves.

3.3 GO Annotation
by Specific Scientific
Communities

One of the most successful community annotation projects is that
run by PomBase [18]. During pilot projects, PomBase encouraged
80 scientists from the fission yeast community to submit a variety
of annotations, including 226 GO annotations,2 using their curation tool, CANTO [4]. Following on from this success the
PomBase team now receives regular annotations from the
Schizosaccharomyces pombe community.
Another successful community annotation project has a transcription focus and was initiated by a group at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology. To ensure a consistent annotation approach is undertaken, the Norwegian research group, with
members of the GOC, has created a set of transcription factor annotation guidelines [13]. These provide details of the ideal GO terms
to associate with a transcription factor, with a list of experimental
conditions that would support these annotations. By using these
standardized conventions, the literature-curated data (currently
including annotations for 400 proteins) is imported directly into
the GO database, with only minimal quality checking required.
Working with the GOC, the SYSCILIA consortium may prove to
be just as effective. This group has already contributed to the development of GO terms to describe ciliary components and processes
and started to submit GO annotations [27].
The outstanding contributions of Ralf Stephan, demonstrates
what can be achieved through dedication.3 Stephan singlehandedly
annotated 60 % of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome, through
the review of over 1000 papers. Furthermore, the resultant 7700
2

http://www.pombase.org/community/fission-yeast-community-curationpilot-project
3
http://www.ark.in-berlin.de/Site/MTB-GOA.html
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annotations associated with 2500 proteins were checked by the
UniProt-GOA team [15] and needed very few edits, before incorporation into the GO database.
The success of PomBase may reflect the small size of the
research community and that an early visionary investment has had
a significant impact on the quality of data available at PomBase,
achieved through the contributions of individual scientists and
curators. In contrast, the Norwegian transcription factor project,
formed to address the deficit of transcription factor annotations
and in response to a need for comprehensive annotation of these
proteins. The creation of a comprehensive and detailed annotation
guide is key to the achievements of this project [13]. However, the
GO database would also benefit from a few more “cottage industry” contributions, such as those provided for the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis genome.

4

Why Contribute to GO?
The motivation behind “community annotation” is varied. Some
scientists are contributing GO annotations purely to ensure their
research area or gene product(s) of interest are well curated. Others
may want to ensure data from their own papers is curated and,
therefore, promoted in popular knowledgebases; potentially
increasing the citation rate of these papers. Others still are motivated by peer competition! Regardless of the motivation, the GOC
is always appreciative of input from the scientific community.
Despite the success of some community annotation projects, taken
as a whole, very few scientists suggest annotations, or papers for
annotation. Consequently, the GOC continues to search for new
ways to encourage the research community to contribute to curation activities. For example, the inclusion of data from gene wikis
[5–7] could help take community annotation forwards. Considerable
funding is being invested in NGS, proteomic and transcriptomic
technologies and sequencing of population genomes. However,
comprehensive gene annotation is likely to be a limiting factor in
the identification of genes involved in polygenic diseases and disease-associated disregulated pathways. Many groups are turning to
proprietary resources to provide these annotations [28], which also
include freely available annotation data. A more sustainable
approach, and one that will also support genomic research in developing countries, is to invest in improving the freely available annotation resources. All groups working with high-throughput datasets
should consider working with the GOC and including in grant
applications a component that would fund the submission of gene
annotation data describing their area of interest, by expert curators,
rather than requesting funding to enable access to proprietary software. The majority of members of the GOC do provide facilities to
enable researchers to contribute to GO, the question is whether the
scientific community will acknowledge that their input is required.
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Resources Supporting Expert Contributions to GO
It is unrealistic to expect a limited number of GO curators and editors to understand all areas of biological and medical research.
Consequently, a range of online facilities have been put in place to
encourage scientists to review the ontology, to comment on the
annotations, and to suggest papers for curation. In addition, several GO annotation tools, enable scientists to contribute annotation data [4, 8, 20]. Furthermore, the Protein2GO curation tool,
automatically emails authors when one of their papers has been
annotated, giving the authors an opportunity to comment on the
curator’s interpretation of their data [20].
Scientists interested in helping to improve the GO annotation
resource can either contact the group providing annotations to their
species or area of interest (see GOC contributors webpage geneonor
submit
tology.org/page/go-consortium-contributors-list)
enquires or information through the GOC webform geneontology.
org/form/contact-go, which will be forwarded to the relevant database or group. Useful information to provide would be: details of
key experimental publications for curation; a review of a particular
annotation set (associated with a specific gene product or GO term),
pointing out GO annotations that are missing, wrong, or controversial; comments on the ontology structure or definitions of GO
terms, with a reference to support the changes required (Fig. 1).
This would ensure that any erroneous annotations are removed
promptly from the GO database, and that information from seminal
papers is included. Scientists who are confident in using online
resources may prefer to submit GO annotations, for any species,
using the PomBase curation tool, CANTO curation.pombase.org/
pombe [4]. Information provided by any of these means will be
forwarded to the appropriate curation or editorial team and contributors will be notified when their suggestions have been incorporated. Full details about contributing to GO are available on the
GOC website http://geneontology.org/page/contributing-go.
Professional GO curators review all submitted annotations to ensure
the annotations follow GO annotation rules and a consistent annotation approach is taken.

6

Following GO Developments
Scientists interested in finding out more about current GOC
annotation and ontology development projects should sign up to
the go-friends mailing list.4 Alternatively, GO-relevant tweets can
be followed via #geneontology, or @news4GO.
4

http://mailman.stanford.edu/mailman/listinfo/go-friends
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Has your paper been annotated by a GO curator?

Is your favorite gene/protein well annotated?

Go to the QuickGO browser, www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO

Go to a gene/protein database, e.g. NCBI
Gene, UniProtKB, GeneCards, Wikipedia

Search QuickGO for your paper’s PubMed identifier (PMID)
Your paper is listed in the
search results

‘Nothing found’ is listed in
the search results

Your paper has been
annotated by a GO curator

Your paper has not been
annotated by a GO curator

Click on the PMID

Contact the GOC: request
curation of your paper

Look at the annotations
associated with your paper
Annotations
accurately
represent data

Include the PMID
The experimental species
investigated [so that the
appropriate curation group
deals with your request]

Search for your favorite
gene/protein record
Look at the associated GO annotations
Follow links to see the full list of annotations
Gene/protein:
well annotated

Gene/protein: not well
annotated; missing or
wrong annotations
Contact the GOC: request
curation of your gene/protein

Include a list of key publication PMIDs
Summarize the information that is missing
(or suggest GO annotations)
List annotations that are wrong

Annotations could be improved
Email the relevant database:
request re-curation of the paper
Include the PMID
Summarize the information that is
missing
(or suggest GO annotations)
List annotations that are wrong

Contact information
Webforms: GOC: geneontology.org/form/contact-go
GOA: www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/contactus
Email for human gene product annotation:
GOA: goa@ebi.ac.uk
UCL: goannotation@ucl.ac.uk
Email list of all GOC contacts: geneontology.org/page/goconsortium-contributors-list

Fig. 1 How research scientists can help to improve the annotation content of GO
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